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Introduction
In helping your organization detect, analyze and take action
to prevent fraud, IBM® Trusteer Pinpoint™ Detect assesses
risk and identifies recommended actions—whether to allow,
authenticate, or restrict a user’s activity.
The solution analyzes a wide range of data and global
intelligence—drawing from insight gained from advanced
analytics and patented machine learning. These advanced
technologies are used to protect each application on an ongoing
basis, based on the analysis of the specific threats targeting it.
But in determining what to do next, we recognize that many
fraud teams seek full control over the models they use when
evaluating potential risk.

Perhaps you’d like to apply new policies using additional data
sources. Or maybe your fraud team has uncovered a specific
attack pattern that you need to rapidly incorporate in
your policies.
IBM delivers a “white box” approach to analytics, giving
organizations visibility into models, control to adapt models
independent of platform release cycles, and flexibility to apply
new countermeasures rapidly without advanced skills.

Three important considerations when
it comes to customizing policies
There are three key issues that many banks consider when it
comes to customizing policies.
First, what risk indicators will you have access to? The more
insight you have, the more context you have.
Second, how fast and easy is it to create, test and implement new
policies? Do your fraud analysts need advanced data science
skills? How long will it take to put new policies into production?
Finally, how will you manage the platform? What IT resources
will you need?
IBM Trusteer Pinpoint Detect can help you address
these concerns.
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Policy Engine Differentiators

Rapid deployment
of new policies

Hundreds of
pre-calculated risk
indicators

Visibility into the
IBM® Trusteer®
crime logic

Extensive insight to help improve
accuracy of detection
The more context fraud analysts have, the more accurate fraud
detection can be, and the fewer false positives generated.
With Trusteer Pinpoint Detect, bank analysts can
customize policies using comprehensive data similar to
what IBM uses to detect fraud for its clients and deliver
recommended courses of action. Analysts can incorporate
hundreds of different data elements, including evidence-based
insights such as:
●●

●●

●●

Do the end user’s mouse movements match their typical
mouse movement behaviors?
Do the end user’s mouse movements match known
fraudster behavior?
Is the end user using a remote access tool?

●●

●●

●●

●●

No need for
additional IT
resources

Simple and intuitive
interface

Is the mobile device jailbroken?
Is there malware present on the endpoint?
Is the IP address a known fraudster address?
Did the user input their credentials on a phishing site?

From comparing mouse movements in real-time against learned
user behavior and known fraud patterns to providing in-depth
behavioral indicators to delivering insight on attack patterns
gathered from millions of endpoints globally, Trusteer Pinpoint
Detect provides comprehensive context to help your staff
rapidly develop, test and deploy new countermeasures. In fact,
the platform can process hundreds of rules based on hundreds
of different data elements in just milliseconds.
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IBM® Trusteer® Pinpoint™ Detect Policy Engine

Extensive Insight
Hundreds of pre-calculated risk indicators
out-of-the-box:
- device intelligence data elements
- user behavior anomalies
- advanced behavioral biometric indicators
- global intelligence on attack patterns

Machine Learning and Advanced Analytics
Predict or devise new rules
Suggest changes to tune existing rules

Easy-to-Use Technology
Fast execution time
Simple and intuitive user experience
Comprehensive built-in reports:
- champion-challenger
- rules efficacy
- management reports

Managed Service
Turnkey software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform
No additional license required
Rapid deployment without need for IT resources
Constantly updated content in response to threats and via
scheduled updates
Pre-deployed policies adopted to each company’s topology
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Machine learning and advanced
analytics to help empower fraud analysts

A SaaS-based approach helps simplify
management

At IBM Trusteer®, we believe that solving our clients’
challenges starts by empowering them.

With the continued growth in cybercrime, organizations need to
stay focused on stopping fraud, not managing fraud platforms.

Fraud analysts can use the Trusteer Pinpoint Detect
pre-packaged rules or they can create their own logic using
the default policy rules as a reference. The tool is simple and
intuitive to use, and teams with fraud strategy experience can
adjust the system at will, changing policies rapidly to help them
identify and defend against emerging fraud risks.

An important element of our solution is helping simplify
management and reducing the operational hassles that all too
often come with technology solutions.

Additionally, using advanced analytics and machine learning, the
policy engine can help predict or devise new rules and suggest
changes to existing rules to help minimize false positives. For
example, the machine learning algorithms can identify if a new
rule that an analyst is testing is causing a high false positive rate.

Comprehensive reporting and control
The Trusteer Pinpoint Detect policy engine is designed to help
analysts not only quickly customize policies, but also more easily
test and measure new policies.
Comprehensive built-in reports, such as champion-challenger,
rules efficacy and management reports, help analysts see which
policies are most effective and identify opportunities for
improvement.
A rules hierarchy structure enables analysts to create a
hierarchical library of rules that can be applied on multiple or
individual applications so there is no need to duplicate code.
Additionally, an intuitive user experience enables analysts to
deploy new rules to production in minutes so they can rapidly
move from creation to test to production.

Using the Trusteer Pinpoint Detect software-as-a-service (SaaS)
offering, fraud teams can gain all the flexibility to create or
modify new rules with none of the hassles. There are no servers
to purchase, or systems to manage. No IT support and related
costs to plan for.
The Trusteer Pinpoint Detect policy engine is simply delivered
via the cloud, in accordance with IBM data handling guidelines,
so all you need to focus on is fraud prevention, not on how to
maintain your fraud solution.

Conclusion
As you expand your organization’s digital services, the ability
to more accurately assess which user activities to allow, which to
restrict, and which require more investigation will become even
more important.
IBM Trusteer Pinpoint Detect offers fraud analysts the
flexibility to rapidly customize, test and deploy new
fraud policies.

The platform delivers the following key capabilities:
●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

●●

Extensive insight into evidence-based indicators and other
critical data elements to help analysts improve the accuracy
of detection, along with the ability to consume additional
data sources as needed
The ability to develop rules using a simple and
intuitive interface
High performance to process hundreds of rules in milliseconds
and deploy new rules rapidly
Comprehensive reporting and administrative capabilities to
help analysts better test and measure the effectiveness of
new policies
Machine learning algorithms that can help analysts devise
new rules to reduce the number of false positives
Simplified management to help organizations reduce
operational costs

With Trusteer Pinpoint Detect, your organization can gain
control over the models and decisions, while benefitting from
IBM Trusteer’s extensive experience and expertise.

For more information
To learn more about IBM Trusteer Pinpoint Detect, contact
your IBM representative or IBM Business Partner, or visit the
following website: ibm.com/security/trusteer
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